
Buyer Conversion

What kind of system do you have in place to generate buyer leads and convert those leads into 

closings? 

Here are a few tips to generate more buyer leads and convert those leads into sales:

1. Lead generation 

a. Internet 

b. Open House 

c. Referrals from past clients 

d. First time home buyer seminars 

e. Mailing campaign to renters 

f. Just Listed and Just Sold postcards 

g. Sign calls 

h. Ad calls 

i. Broker to broker referrals 

j. FSBO’s that don’t have a buyers agent for their purchase 

2. Lead conversion 

a. A lead-management/lead follow-up system 

b. An email drip campaign 

c. Excellent telephone skills 

d. Stop selling and start qualifying and consulting 

e. Don’t information overload & listen to their wants and needs 

f. Provide neighborhood/community information and market data/statistics 

g. Make a commitment to your buyers and get a commitment from your buyers 

Buyer Agent Standards

1. Work with buyers who will buy within the next two weeks
2. Sell the client in 1-3 showing appointments
3. Preview property minimum 5 hours per week
4. Do 30-60 min of lead follow up each day
5. 5 hours per week of intense prospecting (also includes returning 1 800, sign calls

and ad calls and center of influence)
6. Pre-qualify all customers financially & for motivation
7. Track your numbers (See Tracking Form in this Packet)
8. Whenever possible present all contracts in person
9. Only work with buyers who commit to work exclusively with you
10. 1.5 hours per week practicing scripts, dialogues and role-play

Buyer Standards

If the customers do not meet your standards you shouldn’t be working with them.
1. They are cooperative and receptive
2. Willing to get pre-qualified and pre-approved
3. Willing to work with you exclusively
4. Shopping in the geographic market place that is convenient for you
5. Realistic in their expectations
6. They are MOTIVATED and ready to buy now!!!

By Tracy J. Brown 
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